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Abstract
Mudflows, floods and lahars from rapid snow and ice melting present potentially devastating hazards
to populations surrounding glacial stratovolcanoes. Most ice-melt induced lahars have resulted
from eruptive processes. However, there is evidence for non-eruptive hydrothermal volcanic unrest
generating rapid and hazardous glacial melt. Here, we use TOUGH2 numerical fluid flow simulations
to explore ice melt potential associated with hydrothermal perturbation. Our simulations are loosely
based on Cotopaxi Volcano, Ecuadorian Andes. We show that dynamic permeability has a strong
control on ice melt response to perturbation. In the absence of concurrent permeability increases,
the delay time between onset of a deep hydrothermal perturbation and a response in surface heat
flow is on the order of many 10s of years. When increased hot fluid influx at depth is combined with
permeability enhancement, the surface heat flow response can be immediate. However, our results
suggest that melt rates resulting from such hydrothermal perturbation are still orders of magnitude
lower than those induced by eruptive processes; potentially hazardous melt volumes take many
months to accumulate, compared to minutes for eruption induced melting. Additional mechanisms,
such as glacier destabilisation, meltwater impounding and hydrothermal outburst, may be required
to generate the volumes of water associated with catastrophic eruption initiated ice-melt lahars.
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1. Introduction1
Lahars, mudflows and floods induced by ice melt are well documented in the historical and2
geological record. Interactions between eruptive volcanic products and glaciers have escalated3
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relatively minor volcanic eruptions into national and international disasters, with catastrophic loss4
of life. Although most of the documented ice-melt induced lahars have been the result of eruptive5
processes, there is evidence for non-eruptive hydrothermal volcanic unrest generating rapid and6
hazardous glacial melt. The processes that promote and control non-eruptive hydrothermal ice7
melting are largely unknown. Consequently, the hazard presented by non-eruptive melting at8
glaciated stratovolcanoes is also poorly understood.9
There are a number of examples of glacial melt at ice-clad stratovolcanoes generating voluminous10
and catastrophic lahars. At Nevado del Ruiz, Colombia, 1985, lahars generated by a relatively11
small eruption (VEI= 3) produced one of the most devastating volcanic disasters in history with12
over 23,000 fatalities (Pierson et al., 1990). A combination of mechanical and thermal interaction13
between eruptive products and snow and ice generated >1× 107 m3 of melt and produced a total14
lahar volume close to 1× 108 m3, with runout distances in excess of 100 km. Similar melting15
mechanisms have been cited as the trigger for the generation of up to 10 massive lahars in the last16
800 years at Cotopaxi Volcano, Ecuador (Pistolesi et al., 2013). Worldwide the are >40 examples17
of volcanoes where historical eruption has perturbed snow and ice and generated lahars or floods18
(Major and Newhall, 1989).19
The majority of lahar or flood events relating to ice melt have resulted from eruptive processes,20
involving the deposition of hot volcanic material directly onto the glacier (e.g. Nevado del Ruiz,21
1985, Pierson et al., 1990) or related to eruption into the base of a glacier (e.g. Katla, 1918,22
Major and Newhall, 1989). Although limited, there is some evidence for the occurrence of non-23
eruptive melting resulting from hydrothermal interactions in volcanic systems. Examples range24
from the Aleutian Arc (e.g. Mt Spurr, 2004, Coombs et al., 2006) to Iceland (e.g. Gr´ımsvo¨tn,25
Major and Newhall, 1989), and even Mars (e.g. Craft and Lowell, 2012). Melting through such26
non-eruptive processes has the potential to occur without notable precursory activity. Therefore, a27
developing hazard associated with such melting may not be recognised in volcanic monitoring data.28
Here, we use TOUGH2 (specifically, iTOUGH2, V6.6) fluid flow simulations to assess the potential29
for the generation of significant rates and volumes of ice melt from non-eruptive hydrothermal30
perturbations at glaciated stratovolcanoes. We explore the controls on the spatial and temporal31
response of surface heat flux to changes within an idealised, active hydrothermal system.32
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2. Methods and model development33
We develop simulations of hydrothermal flow beneath a high relief stratovolcano. Model geom-34
etry is based on a topographic profile for Cotopaxi stratovolcano, Ecuador (Jordan et al., 2005).35
The models are not designed to describe or predict the behaviour of Cotopaxi Volcano in detail but36
aim to explore, more generally, the viability of potential hydrothermal unrest scenarios producing37
rapid and volumous ice melt. This allows a generalised investigation of the processes and features38
that control surface heat flux at restless, ice-clad stratovolcanoes.39
2.1. Initial model40
The Initial model is two-dimensional (2-D) and axisymmetric about x = 0 m, where the central41
crater is at elevation z = 5600 m (Figure 1). The model extends laterally to x = 6000 m, where the42
top surface is at z = 4150 m. In this initial model, isotropic permeability is defined as a function43
of depth, d, after Saar and Manga (2004) and Manning and Ingebritsen (1999):44
kd =
k0e
−λd for 0 ≤ z ≤ 800 m
k800
d
800
−3.2
for z > 800 m ,
(1)
where k is permeability in m2, at depth d in m; k0 is the surface permeability (5× 10−13 m2); k80045
is the permeability at d = 800 m according to the upper equation in Equation 1, and λ = 0.004.46
As our main focus is on the behaviour of the convective regime, we place the base on the model47
at z = 3000 m (Figure 1). At this depth the permeability over the majority of the model base is48
less than 10−16 m2, which is often considered to be the lower limit for effective heat advection (e.g.49
Norton and Knight, 1977; Ingebritsen and Hayba, 1994). Focussing on the upper 3 km of the edifice50
also makes it easier to keep the simulations within the subcritical limitation of the TOUGH2 version51
used. For water the critical point occurs at ∼22 MPa and ∼374 ◦C (Jupp and Schultz, 2000). At52
near-critical and supercritical conditions heat transport may be greatly enhanced (Ingebritsen and53
Hayba, 1994; Coumou et al., 2008). Although, supercritical-capable adaptations of TOUGH2 codes54
have been developed (Croucher and O’Sullivan, 2008), the version of the code used here (iTOUGH255
V6.6) does not have fluid property definitions above the critical point and simulations will stop if56
such conditions develop. This thermodynamic limitation does restrict the model scenarios that can57
be explored, particularly in magmatic hydrothermal systems. However, in a number of simulations58
using the supercritical-capable HYDROTHERM simulator to explore controls on groundwater and59
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Figure 1: Initial model geometry, showing rectilinear mesh division and boundary conditions
heat transport in magmatic hydrothermal systems, Hurwitz et al. (2003) did not produce super-60
critical conditions in the upper 3 km of a geometrically similar domain. In numerical simulations61
of fluid flow behaviour around magmatic intrusions using Complex Systems Modeling Platform62
(CSMP++), Scott et al. (2015) found that supercritical conditions were generally limited to a thin63
boundary region around the intrusion. There is value in investigating the behaviour of subcritical64
systems and the responses to potential subcritical perturbations. Subcritical flow represent the less65
extreme, less dynamic flow regimes of a hydrothermal system, especially in terms of efficiency of66
energy transfer. However, if subcritical hydrothermal flow can generate surface heat flux capable67
of precipitating hazardous ice melt, it is reasonable to expect that perturbation of a hydrothermal68
system that produces more pervasive supercritical flow would also result in significant ice melt on69
glaciated stratovolcanoes.70
In this Initial model both the axial and distal lateral boundaries are closed to flow. Due to71
the 2-D axisymmetric geometry the most distal cells have very large volumes (∼ 1.07× 109 m3).72
Additional simulations (not shown) have demonstrated that there is little difference between sim-73
ulations where the distal boundary is maintained at initial hydrostatic pressure and temperature74
conditions and opened to flow, and where the distal boundary is closed to flow. The basal boundary75
is also closed to flow but all basal cells act as heat sources, with additional fluid generation in basal76
cells within x < 150 m. (Figure 1). Heat generation rate (qH , in W m
−2) is defined to logarith-77
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mically decrease, from qH1= 2.0 W m
−2 at the axial boundary (x1 = 5 m) to qH2= 0.24 W m−2 at78
x2 = 10000 m, according to the relationship:79
qH = a ln(bx) , (2)
where, a =
qH1 − qH2
ln (x1/x2)
and b = e
qH2 ln (x1)−qH1 ln (x2)
qH1−qH2
The total heat generation in the base of the model domain is ∼53 MW. This is within the heat80
input range used by Hurwitz et al. (2003) (14 – 62 MW). To represent an influx of hydrothermal81
fluid, water with a temperature of 360 ◦C is injected at a rate of 1× 10−3 kg s−1 m−2 into basal cells82
where x < 150 m. The phase of the injected fluid is determined by the thermodynamic conditions83
in the injection cells. The total basal injection rate is ∼80 kg s−1. For comparison, Hurwitz et al.84
(2003) injected 550 ◦C fluid at a much lower rate of 0.09 kg s−1 and at a greater depth (∼5 km).85
The glacier covers the region at the top surface boundary for 250 < x < 2500 m (Figure 1). The86
glacier is considered warm-based and therefore sufficiently connected with the atmosphere to justify87
defining the ground surface boundary as gas-filled and at atmospheric pressure. Flow is permitted88
through this boundary and the atmospheric pressure, in Pa, is fixed as a function of elevation:89
P = 1.01× 105(1− 2.26× 10−5z)5.26 , (3)
where z is elevation in metres. The temperature at the top boundary (◦C) is also fixed. Outside90
the glaciated region, surface temperature follows an approximate lapse rate for the tropical Andes91
(e.g. Bradley et al., 2009):92
T = 25.8− 5.4z
1000
. (4)
The lower temperature limit supported by the iTOUGH2 V6.6 code is 1 ◦C. To prevent our simu-93
lations from dropping below this level we impose surface temperature lower limit of 2 ◦C. Recharge94
is applied in all the surface cells. Rates of subglacial recharge to groundwater are relatively under-95
constrained; in high elevation environments such as the volcanic edifices of the Ecuadorian Andes,96
even precipitation rates can exhibit great spatial variability (Vuille et al., 2000). Monthly data pre-97
sented by Veettil et al. (2014) provides an annual precipitation estimate of ∼1100 mm for Cotopaxi98
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volcano. This is comparable with the estimate of 1020 mm yr−1 at 4650 m elevation at nearby Anti-99
zana Volcano (Favier et al., 2008). However, other authors have estimated that annual precipitation100
may reach 6000 mm at the peaks of the Ecuadorian Andes (Garreaud, 2009). Through observations101
and mass balance calculations, Favier et al. (2008) estimate that groundwater recharge from the102
glacier at Antizana occurs at a rate of 100 – 900 mm yr−1. Here we use a recharge rate equivalent103
to 500 mm yr−1 at a temperature defined by Equation 4 but constrained within the 2◦C lower limit.104
The 2-D axisymmetric domain is divided into a rectilinear mesh of columns and rows (Figure105
1). Row thicknesses vary between 2 and 50 m. In order to optimise the resolution at the surface,106
especially in the crater region and beneath the glacier, the thinnest rows are in the upper 1300 m,107
and column widths increase with distance from the x = 0 m axis, from 10 to 600 m. To improve108
the resolution around the fluid and heat injection cells the row thickness is also reduced to 10 m109
near the basal boundary. The total number of cells in the model is 13,379.110
Under fully saturated initial conditions, the early stages of the simulation is occupied with111
model drainage to establish a water table. The final water table elevation is essentially a product of112
balancing recharge and gravitational groundwater out-flow. Such drainage can be computationally113
intensive as it requires many phase changes as cells transition from single-phase (water saturated) to114
two-phase conditions. To reduce the simulation runtime spent with this routine but computationally115
expensive activity, and based on the saturation conditions that develop in preliminary simulations,116
we specify initial fully saturated conditions below z = 4800 m and two-phase conditions above117
(liquid saturation, Sl = 0.7).118
2.1.1. Initial model results119
The Initial model produces a two-phase plume. However, the upward propagation of hot fluid120
is completely suppressed by the cool topographic recharge and surface heat flux is low (Figure 2).121
Preliminary simulations that perturb this system for 1000 years failed to alter the surface heat flux122
and produce any additional glacial melt. Perturbation of such a suppressed initial system seems123
unlikely to produce hazardous levels of glacial melt. This result is consistent with simulations124
presented by Hurwitz et al. (2003) in which the ascent of a hydrothermal plume requires the125
presence of moderate permeability pathways extending to depth. To investigate the potential for126
rapid response of surface heat flux to perturbation it is important to explore the perturbation of a127
system that is closer to a critical threshold.128
6
Even during periods of relative quiescence at the ice-capped Cotopaxi Volcano, the crater region129
is ice-free, with temperatures ∼50 ◦C (e.g. Instituto Geof´ısico, 2015). Within the limitation of130
subcritical fluid conditions, we develop this Initial model to explore potential mechanisms for131
generating crater heat flow, and therefore elevated temperature and an ice-free crater. We then132
explore effects of perturbation of these models on surface heat flux and potential ice melt.133
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Figure 2: Liquid saturation (background colours), temperature (coloured contours), and heat flux (stream lines and
arrows) at the end of the Initial model simulation (3500 years). Note logarithmic scale for heat flux.
2.2. Crater heat flow134
We simulate two major model scenarios that are variations of the Initial model, described above.135
The first is the addition of a region of high vertical permeability (kz) beneath the crater, referred136
to herein as the high permeability conduit (HPC ). This scenario is modelled using the same 2-D137
axisymmetric geometry as the Initial model. The second scenario is modelled with a 2-D linear138
geometry and is designed to explore flow within the plane of a high permeability fault or fracture139
network; we refer to this model as fault flow (FF ) simulation.140
In the HPC models, we explore two different permeability modifications, relative to the Initial141
model (Figure 3). In HPC1, the vertical permeability (kz) is increased by one order of magnitude142
in the region close to the axial boundary, beneath the crater (where x < 250 m). This represents143
7
the fractured and damaged conduit that allows gasses and steam to escape from the volcano. In144
HPC2, horizontal permeability (kx) is also increased by an order of magnitude in the uppermost145
portion of the edifice (where z > 5250 m), representing younger, less consolidated volcanic deposits.146
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Figure 3: Horizontal (kx) and vertical (kz) permeability variations for HPC models, compared to the Initial model.
For the FF simulation the isotropic permeability is increased by a factor of 10, compared to147
Initial model. In these linear 2-D models the distal boundary is open to flow and water saturated.148
The pressure of these distal boundary cells is fixed to hydrostatic and the temperature follows a149
geothermal gradient of 12.5 ◦C per 100 m from a surface temperature of 2.4 ◦C, which is consistant150
with Equation 4.151
In all HPC and FF simulations the permeability and depth relationship defined by Equation 1152
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is maintained. The surface recharge conditions also remain consistent with the Initial model. The153
Initial model approaches supercritical conditions at the base of the model. To reduce likelihood of154
the HPC and FF simulations achieving supercritical conditions, heat and fluid generation rates at155
the basal boundary are modified. qH1 in Equation 2 is reduced to 1 W m
−2. Fluid injection flux is156
also halved to 0.5× 10−3 kg s−1 m−2 where x < 150 m at the basal boundary (Table 1).157
Table 1: Basal boundary conditions in simulations. Injection is at an enthalpy equivalent to 360 ◦C.
Simulation Injection rate Injection region qH1 (Equation 2)
kg s−1 m−2 W m−2
Initial 1×10−3 x < 150 m 2
HPC, FF 0.5×10−3 x < 150 m 1
The simulations are allowed to run to numerical steady-state which is defined as 10 consecutive158
time-steps where convergence criteria are met without update of primary thermodynamic variables159
(Pruess et al., 1999). Where a boiling front progresses slowly or stagnates, the simulation can160
become numerically unstable as cells on the edge of boiling regions switch between single- and161
two-phase conditions. This instability can lead to simulations terminating before “steady-state”162
is achieved. Early termination occurs in both HPC models (after 4680 yr for HPC1 and 6613 yr163
for HPC2 ). However, the changes in the conditions (pressure, temperature, saturation) within the164
domain are minimal between the time-steps prior to termination. Any changes are constrained at165
depth to the periphery of the rising two-phase plume; the surface heat flux has stabilised. The166
linear 2-D simulation FF does achieve steady-state, after 7151 yr.167
2.3. Perturbation168
The final conditions for HPC and FF models are used as initial conditions for models simulating169
volcanic or hydrothermal perturbations, summarised in Table 2. Perturbation scenarios include170
increases in thermal fluid influx and heat input at the model base (Simulations HPC-A to HPC-171
C and FF-A to FF-D) to instantaneous permeability increases (Simulations HPC-D and FF-E ).172
Basal fluid and heat flux increases may reflect rupturing of a hydrothermal seal releasing pressurised173
hydrothermal fluids into the shallower edifice, similar to a model presented by Fournier (1999).174
In HPC-C and HPC-D we incorporate a shallow injection source along the axial boundary at175
depth 4500 < z < 5000. This may represent break-out of hydrothermal fluids to shallower depths176
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along flow pathways. Similar break-out behaviour has been observed in petroleum hydrofracture177
operations (e.g. Sharma et al., 2004). Five-fold permeability increases are combined with increased178
basal influx in HPC-D and FF-E, reflecting permeability enhancements associated with fracture179
opening to the surface. In HPC-D the permeability increases are concentrated within the high180
permeability conduit (x < 250 m). We run the perturbed simulations for 1000 years. We assess181
the changes in surface heat flux and from this infer the changes in basal melt rate of the glacier.182
Clearly, a hydrothermal system within an active volcano will be modified by eruption or ongoing183
dynamic behaviour of the volcano. Although some volcanoes do exhibit long repose periods before184
eruptions, on the order of millennia (e.g. Santiaguito, Guatemala; Bezymianny, Russia), 1000 years185
is well beyond the eruption return period for most active volcanoes (Sheldrake et al., 2016). Our186
choice of 1000 year perturbation is somewhat arbitrary and we will focus on the response in the187
first 200 years.188
2.4. Melt conversion189
Modelled surface heat fluxes in W m−2 are converted to ice melt rates by dividing by the enthalpy190
of fusion for water at 1 atmosphere pressure (3.34× 105 J kg−1). This gives melt rates in kg s−1 m−2191
or mm s−1, which, with knowledge of the glacial area affected, can be converted to melt volumes192
per unit time (m3 min−1 or m3 yr−1).193
3. Results194
3.1. Steady-state scenarios195
The introduction of a high permeability region at the axial boundary beneath the crater gen-196
erates a significant increase in the heat flux into the crater, compared to the Initial simulation197
(see Figures 4 and 5, and Table 3). At the end of the HPC1 and HPC2 simulations, assumed198
to be steady-state, the total heat output through the crater (Qcrat) is 2.6× 106 and 1.4× 106 W,199
respectively, compared to 5.8× 102 W for the Initial model (Table 3). The modification of the200
permeability distribution, compared to the Initial simulations, only has a minor effect on the heat201
flow to the base of the glacier (250 < x < 2500 m, Qglac, Table 3).202
The 2-D linear steady-state model, FF also generates heat flow into the crater (Figure 6). The203
reduced surface area for the linear model, compared to HPC models, results in lower total crater flow204
(Qcrat = 4.2× 103 W). However, the heat flux per unit area into the crater (qcrat) is comparable;205
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Table 2: Perturbation scenarios explored in simulations. ‘Injection rate’ refers to the mass
injection of ∼360 ◦C fluid close to the basal boundary within the region defined in the ‘Injection
region’ column. HPC-A and HPC-B scenarios also include increases in basal heat input which
is defined by the logarithmic relationship in Equation 2 with an increase in the heat flux at
the axial boundary (qH1, at x = 0 m). The total heat flow into the domain is provided for
reference. Additional perturbations include injection of hot fluid at the axial boundary between
4500 < z < 5000 m (denoted by ‘a’ in the final column) and increases in permeability (k) (‘b’
and ‘c’ in the final column).
Simulation Injection rate Injection qH1 (Eq. 2) Total heat
(kg s−1 m−2) region (W m−2) input (MW)
HPC 0.5×10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 38
HPC-A 1.0×10−3 x < 150 m 2.0 53
HPC-B 2.0×10−3 x < 150 m 2.0 53
HPC-C 1.0× 10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 38 a
HPC-D 1.0×10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 38 a , b
FF 0.5×10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 2× 10−3
FF-A 1.0×10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 2× 10−3
FF-B 1.0×10−3 x < 300 m 1.0 2× 10−3
FF-C 2.0×10−3 x < 150 m 1.0 2× 10−3
FF-D 2.0×10−3 x < 300 m 1.0 2× 10−3
FF-E 2.0×10−3 x < 300 m 1.0 2× 10−3 c
a Injection of ∼360 ◦C fluid at 0.5× 10−3 kg s−1 m−2, at axial boundary, in the region
4500 < z < 5000 m
b Permeability enhancement of k × 5 in region x < 250 m
c Permeability enhancement of k × 5 throughout
11
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Figure 4: HPC1 simulation results. (a) Liquid saturation (background colours), temperature (coloured contours),
and heat flux (stream lines and arrows). (b) Spatial and temporal distributions of surface heat flux; note logarithmic
scale. White regions indicate the absence of outward surface heat flux.
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Figure 5: HPC2 simulation results. (a) Liquid saturation (background colours), temperature (coloured contours),
and heat flux (stream lines and arrows). (b) Spatial and temporal distributions of surface heat flux; note logarithmic
scale. White regions indicate the absence of outward surface heat flux.
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Table 3: Steady-state heat flow (Q) and heat flux (q) to crater (subscript crat) and glacier (subscript glac), and
estimated glacial melt rate (M).
Simulation Initial HPC1 HPC2 FF
Qcrat (W) 5.84×102 2.61×106 1.37×106 4.23×103
qcrat (W m
−2) 2.97×10−3 13.3 6.98 16.9
Qglac (W) 5.48×104 7.81×104 6.79×104 2.40×104
qglac (W m
−2) 2.80×10−3 3.99×10−3 3.47×10−3 10.7
M (m3 yr−1) 5181 7388 6418 2270
17 W m−2 for FF, and 13 and 7 W m−2 for HPC1 and HPC2, respectively. This simulation also206
produces heat flux into the base of the glacier (qglac) at 250 < x < 2500 m. The average flux into207
the glacier of ∼10 W m−2 produces an estimated melt rate of <1 m yr−1.208
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Figure 6: FF simulation results. (a) Liquid saturation (background colours), temperature (coloured contours), and
heat flux (stream lines and arrows). (b) Spatial and temporal distribution of surface heat flux; note logarithmic
scale.
3.2. Perturbation scenarios209
All of the perturbation scenarios presented in Table 2 result in an increase in surface heat flux210
beneath the glacier (250 ≤ x ≤ 2500 m) within 1000 years (See Figures A.1 to A.3). Figures 7 to 9211
show the distribution of surface heat flux into the base of the glacier and the evolution of heat into212
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the glacier for the initial 200 years of simulated perturbation. Also displayed (green lines in right-213
hand plots of Figures 7 to 9 and A.1 to A.3) is time evolution of average heat flux into the glacier,214
relative to the contact area between the glacier and model domain. For the 2-D axisymmetric215
models (HPC1 and HPC2 ) this glacial contact area is 19.44 km2. For the 1 m wide, 2-D linear216
FF models the glacial contact area is just 2250 m2. Figures A.4 to A.6 show the evolution of the217
modelled heat flux to the crater and glacier regions combined, for each perturbation scenario in218
Table 2.219
3.2.1. HPC perturbation220
As with the steady-state HPC simulations, the majority of the surface heat flow in the perturbed221
HPC simulations is into the crater region (x < 250 m) (Figures A.4 to A.5). The changes in heat222
flux into the base of the glacier occur close to the crater, at the inner edge of the glacier (see a,c,e,g223
in Figures 7 and 8). In all of the HPC perturbation scenarios there is a significant delay from onset224
of the perturbation (at time = 0) to the increase in the heat flux into the glacier.225
Scenario HPC-A produces only a minor increase in flux into the glacier after 150 years, for226
HPC1 (Figures 7a,b). For HPC2 this perturbation scenario produces no clear surface flux increase227
into the glacier within 200 years (Figures 8a,b). Perturbation scenario HPC-B has the highest228
basal injection rate of all of the HPC simulations and also the highest heat injection flux. This229
scenario results in supercritical conditions at the base and the simulations stopped after 135 years230
for HPC1-B and after 138 years for HPC2-B. Scenarios HPC-C and HPC-D incorporate a shallower231
injection of hot fluid in the region 4500 < z < 5000 m at the axial boundary. However, there is232
still limited appreciable increase (>10%) in heat flux into the glacier within 80 years for HPC1-C233
(Figures 7e,f) and 150 years for HPC2-C (Figures 8e,f). Perturbation scenario HPC-D also includes234
an instantaneous five-fold permeability increase beneath the crater region, in the central conduit235
(x < 250 m). This scenario produces the most rapid response of heat flux into the glacier. Heat236
flow into the glacier increases rapidly after a delay of ∼10 years and ∼30 years, for HPC1 and237
HPC2, respectively (Figures 7g,h and 8g,h).238
Although the results for HPC1 and HPC2 perturbation simulations are similar (compare Figure239
A.1 and Figure A.2), the delay for surface heat flux response is greater for HPC2 models (Table240
4). These have higher horizontal permeability in the upper part of the modelled edifice (see Figure241
3). Despite the greater delay time for surface heat flux response in the HPC2 simulations, where242
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Figure 7: HPC1 perturbation results for first 200 yrs of simulation time. Left-hand plots (a,c,e,g) show temporal
and spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500 m); note logarithmic colour scale. Right-hand plots
(b,d,f,h) show time series of total heat flow and average heat flux to glacier. The results for the full 1000 years of
perturbation are presented in Figure A.1. 15
Figure 8: HPC2 perturbation results for first 200 yrs of simulation time. Left-hand plots (a,c,e,g) show temporal
and spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500 m); note logarithmic colour scale. Right-hand plots
(b,d,f,h) show time series of total heat flow and average heat flux to glacier. The results for the full 1000 years of
perturbation are presented in Figure A.2. 16
the perturbation scenarios include shallow fluid injection (HPC-C and HPC-D), the final heat flow243
into the glacier (after 1000 years) is higher than in the equivalent HPC1 scenario.244
Table 4: Delay time for heat flow into the glacier base to increase by a factor of 2, 4 and 10, compared to initial
(steady-state) heat flow. Crosses indicate that the heat flow to the glacier did not increase by that factor during the
1000 year simulation.
Heat flow into glacier, relative to steady-state
Simulation ×2 ×4 ×10
HPC1-A 414 yr x x
HPC1-B x x x
HPC1-C 151 yr 422 yr x
HPC1-D 16 yr 31 yr x
HPC2-A x x x
HPC2-B x x x
HPC2-C 300 yr 570 yr x
HPC2-D 40 yr 68 yr x
FF-A 100 yr x x
FF-B 68 yr 77 yr x
FF-C 68 yr 77yr x
FF-D 45 yr 46 yr 52 yr
FF-E 0.3 yr 1 yr 15 yr
3.2.2. FF perturbation245
All of the perturbation scenarios produce a marked increase in heat flux into the base of the246
glacier (Figure 9) and apparent steady surface heat flux conditions within 150 years of the per-247
turbation onset (at time = 0). As with the steady-state simulations, the reduced glacial surface248
contact area in these 2-D linear models (compared to the HPC 2-D axisymmetric models) results249
in lower total modelled heat flow into the base of the glacier. However, the heat flux per unit of250
glacial contact area is significantly higher.251
In contrast to the 2-D axisymmetric (HPC1 ) models, the highest heat flux to the glacier in252
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the 2-D linear fault (FF ) simulations is through the flanks of the modelled edifice, away from the253
crater (Figures 9a,c,e,g,i, note scale change). The heat flux increase also occurs more rapidly than254
for the majority of the HPC models (Table 4). Scenarios FF-A to FF-D explore variations in the255
basal fluid injection rate and injection area. Generally, the magnitude of the perturbation increases256
from FF-A to FF-D (Table 2). The amplitude of the flux increase scales with the magnitude of257
the perturbation. The onset time for surface flux increase scales inversely with the magnitude of258
perturbation (Table 4). For FF-C the injection rate is double that of FF-B, but the injection259
area is half (see Table 2). The surface heat flux results for these two scenarios are very similar260
(Figures 9c,d and 9e,f). Perturbation scenario FF-E differs from FF-D in that it includes an261
immediate five-fold permeability enhancement. This scenario produces an immediate increase in262
heat flux into the glacier. It also produces the highest heat flux per unit of glacial contact area263
of all the scenarios (∼200 W m−2) and has the shortest time-delay between perturbation initiation264
and maximum surface heat flux (∼ 35 years).265
3.3. Melt rates266
The maximum heat flux to the glacier produced by all of these simulations is 320 W m−2, in267
FF-D and FF-E. This equates to ∼83 mm d−1 loss rate from the base of the glacier and would result268
in a ∼30 m reduction in thickness in a year. The peak total ice melt at 37 years for simulation269
FF-E is ∼118 m3 d−1 (4.3× 104 m3 yr−1). Despite the time lag, simulation HPC2-D produces the270
highest peak melt rate, approximately 175 m3 d−1 (6.4× 104 m3 yr−1) at the end of the 1000 year271
perturbation.272
3.4. Water table stability and formation of crater lakes273
In the Inital model simulation the upward propagation of hot fluid is suppressed by cool recharg-274
ing groundwater. Similarly, the downward flow of cool recharging water is inhibited by the rising275
two-phase plume. A saturated perched aquifer is generated above the rising plume, supplied from276
above by recharging groundwater, and from below by condensing steam (Figure 2). Perching of the277
liquid saturated region is maintained by a combination of fluid pressure balance in the two regions278
and relative permeability contrasts between the single-phase liquid-saturated region above, and the279
two-phase region below.280
The stability of the perched saturated zone is a function of complex feedbacks between the281
intrinsic permeability, relative permeability with respect to different phases, and the pressure and282
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Figure 9: FF perturbation results for first 200 yrs of simulation time. Left-hand plots (a,c,e,g,i) show temporal and
spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500 m); note colour scale change compared to Figures 7 and
8. Right-hand plots (b,d,f,h,j) show time series of total heat flow and average heat flux to glacier; note change in
secondary y-axis scale compared to Figures 7 and 8. The results for the full 1000 years of perturbation are presented
in Figure A.3.
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temperature conditions. In the Initial model (Figure 2) the conditions support a relatively sta-283
ble perched saturated region. Many of the simulations demonstrate more dynamic and unstable284
perched saturation conditions in response to thermodynamic changes associated with the model285
perturbations. An example of this for simulation FF-D is illustrated in Figure 10.286
Liquid Saturation Temperature (°C)
50 150 250 350
Figure 10: Development of a dynamic perched water table in perturbation simulation FF-D. The initial state, prior
to perturbation, is presented in Figure 6a.
In FF-D the increase in pressure associated with the increased injection rate (see Table 2)287
causes the two-phase plume to condense. Within two years, this results in >200 ◦C liquid saturated288
conditions at 4500 m elevation. Over the following 8 years, the thermal effects of the perturbation289
propagate upwards from the injection site, a two-phase region is re-established, the elevation of290
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the water table increases by ∼300 m, and the temperature at the water table drops to ∼150 ◦C.291
The two-phase plume eventually pushes through the perched saturated region in the inner 300 m292
of the domain. However, a saturated zone persists at an elevation of 5000 m with temperatures293
between 130 and 200 ◦C until ∼30 years after the onset of the perturbation. We observe this294
dynamic water-table behaviour at different spatial and temporal scales in most of our perturbation295
simulations. These additional observations may provide insights into the dynamics of crater lakes296
and hydrothermal outflow at restless volcanoes. Such behaviour also has implications for volcanic297
edifice stability. Saturation and pore-fluid temperature increases can elevate pore pressures above298
failure thresholds and can trigger deep-seated gravitational collapse (Reid, 2004).299
4. Discussion300
4.1. Controls on surface heat flow301
The steady-state models demonstrate the importance of permeability structures in controlling302
the spatial distribution of fluid and heat flow within the edifice. Consequently, permeability also303
controls the spatial distribution of surface heat flux. Without the presence of permeability con-304
trasts, specifically high permeability flow pathways, cool recharge waters can suppress the upward305
propagation of thermal waters. We demonstrate two mechanisms for producing surface heat flow306
into a summit crater with subcritical fluid injection and basal heat input 2.5 km beneath the sur-307
face: i) flow up a high permeability central conduit (HPC ). ii) flow within the plane of a fault or308
fracture network (FF )309
The total heat flow into the crater (Qcrat) is strongly affected by the distribution of subsurface310
permeability structures. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of heat flow observations from Cotopaxi311
or other low-latitude Andean glaciated volcanoes for direct comparison of modelled crater heat312
flow. However, some heat flow estimates do exist from glaciated volcanoes elsewhere in the world313
(e.g. Mount Rainier, Cascades, USA; Frank, 1995). Frank (1995) report total heat flow of 8.6 MW314
in the the crater at Mount Rainier. The highest value for Qcrat produced by the steady-state315
models is 2.6 MW in simulation HPC1. However, averaged over the whole crater area of the model,316
Qcrat = 2.6 MW represents a flux (qcrat) of ∼13 W m−2. This is comparable with the area average317
crater heat flux of 16 W m−2 observed at Mount Rainier which has a larger crater area. Frank318
(1995) reported localised thermal areas within the Mount Rainier crater with a surface heat flux of319
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700 W m−2. The nature of our model discretisation and relatively coarse parameterisation means320
that the simulations presented here will not resolve small scale flow features that might be associated321
with such large but localised fluxes. Whilst the simulated crater heat flux is reasonable, it is probable322
that finer scale permeability features control the finer detail of surface heat flux distribution.323
The models in this study do not explore the fluid and heat transport scenarios associated with324
supercritical fluid conditions. Enhanced heat transfer has been shown to occur at near-critical con-325
ditions as fluid enthalpy and density change rapidly around the critical point. Dunn and Hardee326
(1981) observe heat transfer rates increase by a factor of 70 close to the critical point and dubbed327
the process “superconvection”. Using numerical simulations Ingebritsen and Hayba (1994) suggest328
that near the critical point, heat transfer enhancements greater than a factor of 100 may occur.329
However, they highlight that such superconvection also requires high permeabilities, on the order330
of 10−13 m2. In high strain rate environments, permeable pathways may be maintained to depth,331
against competing factors such as silica deposition (Ingebritsen and Hayba, 1994). In geothermal332
reservoirs permeabilities between 1× 10−15 and 1× 10−13 m2 are often reported (Bjo¨rnsson and333
Bodvarsson, 1990); so superconvection may play a role in the environments explored in this study.334
However, in a recent study Scott et al. (2016) explore the structure and behaviour of supercritical335
geothermal systems in response to shallow magmatic intrusions into the upper 3km of a saturated,336
flat topographic domain. In their models, supercritical conditions are confined to regions immedi-337
ately adjacent to the modelled intrusion. Our model results, at least qualitatively, are consistent338
with their general conclusions; in low permeability systems (1× 10−16 m2) plume development is339
inhibited, similar to our Initial simulation, while at intermediate permeabilities (1× 10−15 m2),340
equivalent to our HPC simulation, boiling zones can extend to the surface. Magmatic intrusion to341
shallower depths may promote supercritical (or superheated, after Scott et al., 2015) fluid condi-342
tions within higher permeability units nearer the surface. However, in high permeability systems,343
supercritical flow is confined to ∼10 m boundary around the intrusion (Scott et al., 2015). In the344
case of a shallow intrusion, even if subcritical flow dominates, one would expect higher surface heat345
flow and reduced perturbation response delay time compared to the scenarios investigated here.346
The results from HPC-C and HPC-D scenarios suggest that, although the inclusion of shallow347
perturbation does increase net surface heat flow as well as reduce the delay time, the spatial distri-348
bution of surface heat flow, and therefore the effect on an ice-cap in our model geometry, is largely349
controlled by the permeability distribution.350
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In all of the HPC perturbation models, surface heat flux changes occur predominantly within351
the crater region above the higher permeability central core. The presence of higher horizontal352
permeability in the uppermost region of the HPC2 simulations further delays the surface heat353
flux response, compared to the HPC1 simulations. The high horizontal permeability reduces the354
focussing of hot fluid upwards towards the crater, and promotes lateral flow into the shallow portion355
of the edifice where the thermal fluids mix with cool recharging groundwater. This reduces the heat356
outflow in the crater region and the inner portion of the glacier. For perturbation scenarios with357
shallow injection of hot fluids (HPC-C and HPC-D), the increased horizontal permeability in HPC2358
eventually produces higher total heat flow into the glacier. However, the delay time for the increase359
in surface heat flow is greater than for the equivalent HPC1 scenarios.360
The delay between the initiation of perturbation and an increase in surface heat flux is significant.361
There is a lag of 50 years for most of the perturbation scenarios. Long lag-times mean that enhanced362
glacial melt from these perturbation scenarios is unlikely to present an immediate additional hazard363
in dynamic volcanic hydrothermal systems. On these timescales, such changes in the state and364
extent of the glacier may be difficult to differentiate from effects of a changing climate (Huggel et al.,365
2007). Shorter lag-times are produced by perturbation scenarios with permeability enhancements366
(HPC-D and FF-E ). Scenario FF-E is the only simulation that produces an immediate increase367
in heat flow to the glacier; heat flow to the glacier triples within 6 months, and there is a ten-fold368
heat flow increase within 18 months.369
The HPC perturbation scenarios with a permeability enhancement (HPC-D simulations) show370
a slower increase in heat flow to the glacier than FF-E . For these simulations, permeability increase371
is confined to the region beneath the crater (x < 250 m) and not the subsurface below the glacier.372
The location of the glacier on the flank of the volcano means that it is isolated from surface heat373
flux increases which are focused into the crater region by the high permeabilities in the central374
conduit (Figures A.4g and A.5g). In contrast, there is a ten-fold increase in heat flow into the375
crater within 3 years. Heat flow to the crater peaks after about 7 years at values of 84 MW and376
60 MW for HPC1-D and HPC2-D, respectively. However, the lag time for a 10% increase in heat377
flow to the glacier is 12 and 26 years, for HPC1-D and HPC2-D, respectively.378
These results highlight that the existing intrinsic permeability structures are important for379
controlling the movement of fluid, transport of heat towards the surface, and the spatial distribution380
of surface heat flow. Furthermore, permeability changes within a complex and dynamic active381
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volcanic edifice can have a dramatic effect on both the spatial and temporal behaviour of surface382
heat flux. Such changes in permeability, termed dynamic permeability (Gessner et al., 2009), can383
result from chemical and physical interactions between fluids and rocks, rock deformation from384
local and regional stresses, and also from the interaction between competing fluid phases within385
the hydrothermal system. These processes can occur over timescales ranging from minutes (e.g.386
rapid hydrofracturing, Miller and Nur 2000; earthquake induced changes, Rojstaczer and Wolf387
1992) to many years (e.g. hydrothermal alteration, precipitation of mineral veins, Dobson et al.388
2003). The magnitude, ubiquity and timescales of these dynamic permeability processes, and389
their effect on fluid flow at active volcanoes, requires continued investigation. For example, in the390
enhanced permeability perturbation simulations presented here (FF-E and HPC-D), we specify391
that the magnitude of the permeability increase is five-fold. This enhancement occurs in regions392
where the permeability is already enhanced ten-fold above the ‘background permeability’ (in the393
central conduit in HPC simulations and throughout the domain in the FF model). Therefore,394
the net increase above the ‘background permeability’ is fifty-fold. There is some evidence for local395
permeability enhancements on the order of 100- to 200-fold in enhanced/engineered geothermal396
systems (e.g. Evans et al., 2005). However, Evans et al. (2005) also suggest that net or area397
averaged enhancements may only be on the order of fifteen-fold. The presence of fumaroles on398
active volcanoes is indicative of localised enhanced permeability flow pathways. The simulations399
here, particularly HPC simulations, do not capture these fine scale features. However, as is indicated400
by FF simulations, their location in relation to glacial cover may be important in dictating melt rate401
and glacial stability. If permeability enhancements of many orders of magnitude are achieved, one402
might expect even more rapid surface heat flow responses and possibly even rapid decompression403
(and boiling) of a shallow hydrothermal system.404
4.2. Melt volumes and hazards405
Comparison between modelled glacial melt rates and observed melt rates of mountain glaciers is406
non-trivial. Glacial melt rates are variously reported as area loss (in m2); percentage area change;407
mass balance deficit, balancing precipitation input and melting (in m yr−1); or even ice-line elevation408
change (in m). The fluid flow models here provide estimates for ice melt mass (in kg) or melt volume409
(in m3). A rare estimate of quiescent period ice volume loss from Nevado del Huila, Colombia, is410
∼1× 107 m3 yr−1 (∼19 m3 min−1) (Huggel et al., 2007). The glacier at Nevado del Huila, with a411
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summit elevation of 5365 m, has a similar areal extent to the glacier of Cotopaxi. It is unclear412
if this estimated ice volume loss relates to net loss of ice or the annual melt volume discharged413
to the drainage channels. Water equivalent melt rates of 3-4 m yr−1 have been proposed for the414
Cotopaxi glacier (Jordan et al., 2005). The peak volume melt rate for FF-E is just 4.3× 104 m3 yr−1415
(0.08 m3 min−1). This melt rate is small compared to the probable total background ice loss from the416
entire glacier. However, the ice loss is derived from a relatively small area of the glacier (2250 m2).417
The total melt rate by volume is clearly a function of the contact area between with the glacier and418
the sites of surface heat flow. It is likely that the width of a fault-bounded flow system is greater419
than the 1 m defined in the FF model geometry. The total melt volume would be expected to420
scale with this width. A melt rate of 4.3× 104 m3 yr−1 (0.08 m3 min−1) over 2250 m2 contact area421
equates to average thickness loss of 19 m yr−1, over this area. The modelled melt rate in scenario422
FF-E would result in removal of 30 m of ice, from the glacial area that is in contact with the model,423
within 3 years.424
The localised melting produced by the FF model geometry would likely focus melt water into rel-425
atively few drainage channels, potentially overwhelming the carrying capacity of the glacial streams.426
Such localised melting may also destabilise portions of the glacier and produce glacial mass fail-427
ures. Such mass failures are thought to have contributed to the generation of catastrophic eruptive428
lahars at Nevado del Ruiz in 1985 (Pierson et al., 1990). However, even accounting for potentially429
larger contact areas than were modelled by FF simulations, the melt rates generated by the models430
presented here are many orders of magnitude lower than those estimated from Nevado del Ruiz.431
Pierson et al. (1990) estimate that melt volumes from passive deposition of hot pyroclastic material432
at Nevado del Ruiz could account for a total melt volume of over 7× 105 m3 within just 10 minutes433
(∼7× 104 m3 min−1). Owing to processes such as thermal and mechanical erosion from the transit434
of pyroclastic flows, the total volume of water within the initial lahars is estimated to be closer to435
3× 107 m3. By comparison, the maximum melt rate produced by the models presented here is just436
0.12 m3 min−1, after a thousand year delay from the onset of the perturbation. The response is more437
rapid for FF-E, however, at ∼0.08 m3 min−1, the melt rates are even lower. In the models presented438
here, loosely based on high elevation, low latitude stratovolcanoes like Cotopaxi, the crater area is439
assumed to be ice free. Our results demonstrate that when assessing the threat posed by glacial440
melting due to hydrothermal perturbation, the spatial relationship between ice and snow coverage441
and sub-subsurface permeability structures is critical. If we lift the ice free crater assumption in442
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HPC1-D the focusing of surface heat flux within the crater region by the permeability distribution443
(Figure A.4g) results in a maximum glacial melt rate of 15 m3 min−1.444
Although we cannot fully assess the potential role of supercritical fluid flow on surface heat445
flux and ice melt rate, from the limited scenarios tested here it seems unlikely that non-eruptive446
basal melting could generate sufficient melt to produce catastrophic Nevado del Ruiz-scale lahars.447
Even if the glacial contact width for simulation FF-E was 50 m, it would take 3-6 months before448
the melt volume reached 1× 105 m3; a volume that may be sufficient to initiate a significant lahar.449
Although such melt rates will increase the run-off down glacial drainage channels and may result450
in water level rises downstream, they are unlikely to generate hazardous lahars. However, if the451
melt water is suddenly released after being impounded on the flanks by rock or ice barriers, it452
could generate a significant lahar. This is the basic mechanism behind jo¨kulhlaups (glacial lake453
outbursts), a relatively common feature of volcanism beneath Icelandic glaciers (e.g. Bjo¨rnsson,454
2003). Due to less favourable glacier geometries, there are fewer examples of glacial meltwater455
outbursts from glaciated peaks of stratovolcanoes, although some do exist (e.g. Villarrica, Chile456
in 1971, reported in Major and Newhall, 1989). The presence of a crater in our model geometry457
does present an opportunity to impound large volumes of melt water in a crater lake. Under the458
glaciated crater assumption, briefly discussed above as applied to HPC1-D, 1× 105 m3 of meltwater459
could be accumulated within 1 month and 7× 105 m3 after 6 months. Sudden release of melt water460
accumulated in the crater region would have the potential to precipitate a hazardous lahar.461
Aside from melt water ponding and glacier mass collapse (ice-slides), there are other glacial,462
geomechanical and hydrological interactions that could result in enhanced melting and high vol-463
umes of water flow on volcano flanks. These include hydrothermal outflow directly into the base of464
the glacier, and rapid release from a pressurised shallow geothermal aquifer. These scenarios have465
not been explicitly simulated by the numerical simulation presented here. However, we have pre-466
sented additional observations of dynamic water-table fluctuations that may provide insights into467
hydrothermal outflow behaviour and crater lake dynamics, as well as have implications for edifice468
stability.469
A number of our simulations produce a saturated region, suspended above a rising two-phase470
plume (e.g. Figure 6a). The appearance and position of such a saturated zone, and its dissipa-471
tion, are sensitive to changes in the hydrothermal system. Our models simulate very large >300 m472
changes in water-table elevation in response to hydrothermal perturbation scenarios (e.g. Figure473
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10). The combination of edifice geometry, permeability, recharge rate, and hydrothermal condi-474
tions in our simulations ensure that the elevation of the water-table remains ∼1 km below the475
surface. However, it is conceivable that under alternative hydrogeological and hydrothermal condi-476
tions these dynamic fluctuations in the water-table elevation could occur close to the surface. Where477
water-table fluctuations intersect the base of a volcanic crater this behaviour might result in the478
appearance and disappearance of a crater lake. A similar perching mechanism has been suggested479
to explain dynamic behaviour at Boiling Lake, Dominica (Fournier et al., 2009). If the water-table480
is close to the ground-surface on the flanks of a volcano, water-table elevation fluctuations could481
result in hydrothermal outflow. Such outflow events were observed prior to the 1902 eruption at482
Mount Pele´e (Tanguy, 1994).483
The location of hydrothermal outflow is closely connected to fault features; specifically, areas of484
interacting active fracturing (Curewitz and Karson, 1997). The importance of these permeability485
features is highlighted by our modelling results. Imaging and mapping potential fracture pathways486
and, if possible, regions of heightened heat flux beneath glaciers is critical for accurate assessment487
of the hazard presented by non-eruptive ice melt. High-resolution location of seismic swarms may488
help to illuminate the migration of hydrothermal fluid and identify potential permeability-enhancing489
events. This information should be incorporated into more detailed fluid flow models to explore490
more volcano-specific unrest scenarios.491
5. Conclusions492
In the suite of fluid flow models presented here we explore the potential for hydrothermally493
initiated ice melt at glacial stratovolcanoes. We have demonstrated that hydrothermal perturbation494
can increase surface heat flux and thus also increase ice melt. However, simulated total melt rates495
remain low, compared to melt rates associated with documented glacial lahars. Therefore, our496
results suggest that hydrothermal unrest alone is unlikely to precipitate catastrophic lahars at497
glaciated stratovolcanoes.498
Simulations presented here highlight the importance of existing permeability structures in con-499
trolling the location of surface heat flux and demonstrate that dynamic permeability changes can500
significantly alter the spatial and temporal response of surface heat flux to volcanic and hydrother-501
mal unrest. We explore two permeability distribution scenarios: a central high permeability conduit502
within a 2-D axisymmetric domain (HPC ), and a 2-D linear high permeability fault or fracture zone503
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(FF ). Steady-state simulations demonstrate that permeable flow pathways facilitate surface heat504
flux by connecting the volcanic hydrothermal system to the surface. The location and properties of505
these permeable pathways exerts a strong control on the spatial distribution of surface heat flux.506
In order to address the potential for hazardous ice melt from non-eruptive volcanic unrest,507
we explore a number of hydrothermal perturbation scenarios and assess the temporal and spatial508
surface heat flow response. We particularly focus on the heat flow to a glacier on the flank of the509
volcano. Generally, the response of surface heat flux to hydrothermal perturbation is slow. For510
HPC simulations, in the absence of an additional permeability enhancement, increased thermal511
fluid injection at depth fails to produce an appreciable increase in surface heat flux within 50 years.512
Even with a simultaneous shallow injection of 360◦C fluid, a noticeable surface heat flux increase is513
delayed by 35 years. The surface heat flux is concentrated in the crater region of the model domain,514
above the high permeability conduit. Increase in heat flow to the base of the glacier is delayed by515
∼100 years from the onset of the perturbation.516
Simulations of hydrothermal perturbation that include instantaneous permeability enhance-517
ments generate a much more rapid surface heat flux response. A permeability increase of half an518
order of magnitude in the central conduit of the HPC model produces a rapid increase in surface519
heat flux. However, the surface heat flux increase is largely confined to the region above the cen-520
tral conduit; there is still a 10-25 year delay before an increase in heat flux into the base of the521
glacier which is located on the flank of the modelled volcano. The ice melt potential of a particular522
surface heat flux increase is strongly controlled by the relative locations of the glacier, and regions523
of enhanced surface heat flow which are a product of the sub-surface permeability distribution.524
A five-fold permeability increase in a 2-D linear fault-bounded model domain (FF ) results in an525
immediate increase in heat flow to the glacier base. However, the time required to melt volumes of526
ice required for lahar initiation (∼105 m3) is on the order of many months.527
We discuss some potential mechanisms that could combine with non-eruptive hydrothermally528
induced melting to generate volumes of water on the order required to produce potentially haz-529
ardous lahars (105 m3). Suggested processes include; glacial instability and collapse, associated530
with focussing of surface heat flux; hydrothermal outpouring, related to near surface water table531
dynamics in response to hydrothermal perturbation; and impounding of melt water by geometri-532
cal interaction between glacier and volcano surface morphology. Based on the results presented533
here, we suggest that a combined historical, field, analogue and numerical investigation of these534
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mechanism is warranted. We also recommend identification and monitoring of preferential subsur-535
face flow pathways, regions of heightened surface heat flux, and glacial discharge water at ice-clad536
stratovolcanoes that pose a flood or lahar hazard to nearby communities.537
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A. Supplementary Figures659
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Figure A.1: HPC1 perturbation results for the full 1000 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time series of total heat flow and
average heat flux to glacier.
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Figure A.2: HPC2 perturbation results for the full 1000 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time series of total heat flow and
average heat flux to glacier.
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Figure A.3: FF perturbation results for the full 1000 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in heat flux into glacier (250 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time series of total heat flow and
average heat flux to glacier.
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Figure A.4: HPC1 perturbation results for the first 200 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in combined heat flux into crater and glacier region (0 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time
series of total heat flow and average heat flux into the combined crater and glacier regions. Note scale changes
compared to Figure 7. 39
Figure A.5: HPC2 perturbation results for the first 200 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in combined heat flux into crater and glacier region (0 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time
series of total heat flow and average heat flux into the combined crater and glacier regions. Note scale changes
compared to Figure 8. 40
Figure A.6: FF perturbation results for the first 200 years of perturbation. Left-hand plots show temporal and
spatial variation in combined heat flux into crater and glacier region (0 < x < 2500). Right-hand plots show time
series of total heat flow and average heat flux into the combined crater and glacier regions. Note scale changes
compared to Figure 9 and Figures A.4 and A.5. 41
